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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Regarding Case

Dear

The Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action (EOAA) has concluded the investigation regarding

incidents which occurred on September 2 involving several other students. The EOAA report states you engaged in

sexual misconduct by sexually assaulting and harassing another University of Minnesota student. This incident

involved several University of Minnesota students and a football recruit.

In order to determine a possible violation of the Student Conduct Code, EOAA conducted a thorough investigation

which included interviews with you, the reporting student and witnesses. They considered all of the evidence and the

credibility of witnesses in their investigation.

Upon completion of the investigation, EOAA forwarded the report to our office. Attached you will find ~t.

In order to protect the identity of the parties involved, this repotted is redacted and you are identified as Reading through this report may cause unexpected emotions or reactions. You may want to consider reading this

letter and the EOAA repott with a support person to help you process your reactions and/or help explain next steps

of the process or what options may be available to you at this point. If you would like support while you read this

report, I encourage you to make an appointment with the Student Counseling Services or the Student Confl ict

Resolution Center.

As the result of the investigation completed by EOAA you have been found responsible for violating the University

of Minnesota Student Conduct Code, specifically:

Subd. 6. Harm to Person. Harm to person means engaging in conduct that endangers or threatens to endanger the

physical and/or mental health, safety, or welfare of another person, including, but not limited to, threatening,

stalking, harassing, intimidating, or assaulting behavior.

Subd. 8. Sexual Misconduct. Sexual misconduct means any non-?consensual behavior of a sexual nature that is

committed by force or intimidation, or that is otherwise unwelcome. Sexual misconduct includes the following

behaviors: sexual assault, relationship violence, stalking, and sexual or gender-based harassment.

Subd. 19. Violation of University Rules. Violation of University rules means engaging in conduct that violates

University, collegiate, or deparimental regulations that have been posted or publicized, including provisions

contained in University contracts with students. Specifically you were found to have violated the following:

Administrative Policv· Sexual Harassment

Stalkin~



Administrative Policy: Sexyal Assault



and Relationship Violence



Subd. 21. Persistent Violations. Persistent Violations means engaging in repeated conduct or action in violation of

this Code.

As a result of these violations, you are being offered the following sanctions to resolve this matter informally:

EXPULSION: Effective immediately your University of Minnesota studentship will be ended with resultant loss of

all student rights and privileges. A disciplinary hold will be placed on your record. The hold will prever1t you from

registering at the University and from obtaining your records through routine channels.



Driven to



Discovers~·



Both you and the reporting student are being notified of this outcome at the same time. Each party has the option to

request a formal hearing by the Student Sexual Misconduct Subcommittee (SSMS) if the outcome is unacceptable. If

I have not heard from either party within five business days (by December 20, 2016) of sending this letter, then the

decision will stand.



If you have any questions about this matter, please make an appointment to see me. You can reach me by calling

(612) 624-6073.

Sincerely,



Sharon Dzik

Director

CC:



Mark Coyle, Department of Athletics

Tina Marisam, Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action

Julie Manning, Department of Athletics
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F'm: 612-624-5223
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December 7, 2016

Sharon Dzik, Director

Office of Student Conduct and Academic Integrity

(sent via Maxient]

Re:



Case number:

7360

Reporting student:

Accused students:



RS

A1



A2

A3

A4



A5

A6

A7



AS

A9

A10

A11



A12



Dear Ms. Dzik:

The University's Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action ("EOAA") has completed

its investigation of

RS

. report that she was sexually assaulted and sexually harassed by

numerous students in apartment B in the Radius at 15th apartment complex ("Radius")

between approximately 3:15am and 4:20am on ~eptember 2, 2016. Given RS rep01t that

she cannot identify all of the men who engaged in this sexual misconduct, we included in the

group of "accused students" all students about whom there is evidence that they were present in

apartment B dw·ing the relevant time period.

EOAA investigated to determine whether any of the accused students, conduct violated the

Administrative Policy: Sexual Harassment, the sexual assault portion of the Administrative

Policy: Sexual As.~ault; Stalking and Relationship Violence and/or related provisions of the

Board of Regents Policy: Student Conduct Code.

This letter proceeds as follows:

Relevant Policies ..................................................................................................................... ,....... 2

Standard of Evidence ...................................................................................................................... 3
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REL.EV ANT POLICIES

Sexual Assault

The University's Administrative Policy: Sexual Assault, Stalking and Relationship Violence

defines sexual assault as "[a]ctual, attempted or threatened sexual contact with another person

without that pe1·son,s affirmative consent." Affirmative consent is an "[i]nformed, freely and

affirmatively communicated willingness to patticipate in sexual activity that is expressed by

clear and unambiguous words o.r actions." Clear and unambiguous words or actions are those

that are freely and actively given by informed individuals and that a reasonable person in the

circumstances would believe communicate a willingness to pruticipate in a mutually agreed upon

sexual activity.



Sexual Harassment

The University's Administrative Policy: Sexual Harassment defines sexual harassment as

"[u]nwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and/or other verbal or physical

conduct of a sexual nature when: (1) [s]ubmission to such conduct is made either explicitly or

implicitly a te1m or condition of an individual's employment or academic advancement in. any

2



University activity or program; (2) [s]ubmission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual

is used as the basis of employment or academic decisions affecting this individual in any

University activity or probrram; or (3) [s]uch conduct has the purpose or effect ofumeasonably

interfering w.ith an individuaPs work or academic performance or creating an intimidating,

hostile, or offensive work or academic environment in any University activity of program."

STANDARD OF EVIDENCE

EOAA determines whether sex\1al assault or harassment occurred using a preponderance of the

evidence standard. In other words, EOAA determines whether it is more likely than not that the

alleged sexual assault or harassment occtrrred.

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE COLLECTED

EOAA collected infotmation from the following sources.

1. Interviews: EOAA conducted interviews with



RS the 12 accused students and 16 other

students who were identified as potentially having relevant information.



2. Electronic messages: EOAA reviewed electronic messages to and from RS related to the

events that occurred on September 2 in the Radius. EOAA also reviewed electronic

messages sent on September 1~2 to the Empire messaging gro·1.1p, which consists of first-year

members of the University's football team.

3. Police investigation materials: EOAA reviewed a redacted version of the Minneapolis Police

Department's Case Report and Supplements related to RS allegations ("Police Case

Report"). The University requested all notes~ docwnents, recordings, videos and other

information from the Hennepin County Police 'Department investigation. However, the

Hennepin County Attorney's office did not share this evidence with the University.

4. Radius security camera footage: EOAA pl'omptly requested security camera fDotage from

the Radius after receiving RS report on September 23. However, the Radius had already

recorded over the relevant footage at the time ofEOAA's request. According to the Police

Case Report, the police reviewed the Radius security camera footage and found nothing of

evidentiary value.

5. Videos: EOAA reviewed two videos taken in the Radius on September 2. The first is an

approximately four-second video showing RS , A2 and a University football recruit on

a couch in apattment A . The second is an eight-second video showing RS and the recruit

on a bed in aprutment B . In addition, EOAA is aware of, but was unable to obtain, a third

approximately ninety-second video showing A2

RS and the recruit engaged in sexual

contact in apartment B .

6. Photographs: EOAA reviewed two photographs taken in the Radius on September 2. The

first depicts the above-mentioned recruit with his shht off and both middle fingers raised.

A2

sent this photograph to first-year football players sometime between 3:05am and
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3:25am on September 2. The second photograph depicts

A2

on a couch in apartment A at 3:05am.

RS

RS



RS '•



the football recruit and



ALLEGATIONS



reported the following:



Background



On Thursday, September 1, RS

the first University

football game of the season. After the game, RS returned to her apartment in the Radius

apartment building with her two roommates. They spent approximately 30 minutes getting l'eady

to go out. During that time, RS took 4-5 shots of 100-proof vodka. RS had not dnmk

alcohol in several months and was dehydrated from

so the alcohol

impacted her more than she had intended. She became "very drunk to a level she doesn't reach

often." However, she does not believe that she was so drunk that she was stumbling or falling

down. RS does not believe that she had any additional alcohol that night.

RS left her apartment around 12:30am on September 2. She first went to a party

at the Venue apartment building. RS declined to take shots of hard alcohol at this pa1ty

because she was already feeling drunk. Around 2:00am, she and approximately eight other

women and two football players·went to the Radius apartment building.



Upon entering the Radius, · RS group encmmtered a large group of football players in the first

floor hallway. RS group went with some of these football players into apartment A where

foul' football players live. RS and her friends spent some time in room A , and also went to

other gatherings in football players' rooms on the third floor and in room 605. However, RS

group of il:iends ultimately returned to room A

A2



and the recruit'



After returning to room A , RS spoke with A2 and the recruit. RS had never met

either man before that night. At the time, RS believed that they were both University football

players. (She later learned that the recruit was a high school student who was visiting the team

as a possible recruit.) RS provided a photograph taken at 3:05am showing her, A2 and the

recruit partially lying down on a couch in apartment A . RS is between A2 and the

recruit. TI1e recruit's head appears to be resting on RS shoulder,

A2

and the recruit flirted with RS .. They began discussing that apartments in the Radius

have different floor plans. A2 asked whether RS wanted to' see his apartment on the fifth

floor. RS had her period at the time, was wearing a tampon and did not plan to engage in any

sexual.activity. She felt that she would be safe going to

A2

room given that she was going

1



"The recruit" refers to a University football recruit who was visiting the University on September 1·2, anp with



whom RS had sexual contact in apartment B • We attempted to contact the recruit to gather information for this

inv.est!gntion, but he did not respond. We are not currently investigating the recruit's sexual contact with RS



because he is not a current University member.



·
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with two men rather than with a single man.

with the two men and would be right back.



RS



told her friend Witness-1 that she was going



and the recruit entered apartment B . (Based on time-stamped photographs and

electronic messages, it appears that RS . was in apartment B from approximately 3:15am until

A2

4:20am.2) The apartment was quiet and RS asked whether anyone was there.

· answered that one roommate was sleeping and that another roommate was having sex with his

girlfriend in one of the bedrooms.

A2 and the recruit tool&lt; RS into a bedroom and shut the

door, without showing her any other part of the apartment. RS immediately felt uncomfortable

that ' A2 1ad shut the bedroom door, so she asked to use the bathroom.

RS ,



A2



A2

led RS to a bathroom by the front door.

RS stayed in the bathroom for a while.

She began "to panic." She still felt very drunk. She removed her tampon while using the

bathroom. She did not have another tampon with her, but her period was light ru.1.d she planned

to return to her apartment shortly so she thought she would be okay not wearing one. She was

trying to make a plan about how to leave the situation when one of the men knocked on the door.

A2

then said she was taking too long and needed to come out of the bathroom. When RS

opened the door, A2 was standing between her and the front door in a way that made her

A2

walked behind

feel unable to leave. RS felt "kind of shocked" and did not resist.

RS back into the bedroom.



When RS re~ntered the bedroom, the recruit had already taken some of his clothes off. RS

recalls the following occmTences but not the exact order in which they took place:

·A2 and

the recruit repeatedly tried to unzip RS : bodysuit that bad a zipper that could unzip to about

A2

kept saying that he wanted to figure out RS bodysuit. RS

her belly button.

repeatedly zipped it back up and said no, but in a "light-hearted manner." Both men repeatedly

said, "come on." RS felt overpowered and repeatedly asked what they were doing.

The recruit and A2 took their clothes off. They may have put on condoms. RS remained

fully clothed. She felt confused, isolated and trapped. RS telt that she was in a situation that

she did not want to be in. However, she did not communicate this to 1 A2 and the' recruit at

that time. RS felt like she could not stop what was happening. She telt that the men would

either ignore any resistance or would make her feel bad about it or "cause a scene., - A2

unzipped her body suit and unbuttoned her shorts. The recruit waited nearby awkwardly. RS

does not recall exactly how her clothes came off after that point.

RS next remembers • A2 laying or sitting on the ·edge of the bed. He either used words ol'

gestured for RS t9 give him oral sex. RS did not want to do this, but felt com.pelled. RS

bent over the bed and began giving A2 oral sex. The recruit began having vaginal sex with

RS from behind her. RS kept taking her mouth away from

A2

penis. He repeatedly

responded with something like, "What are you doing? Keep going." At this point, RS was

just trying to get the men to ejaculat7 so that she could leave. However, neither man could

2



A time-stamped photograph shows RS in apartment A with the recruit and A2 at 3:05am. While in

apartment B with RS and the recruit, A2 sent 11 message to the Empire group at 3:25am.

A2 sent a

message to the Empire group stating that RS was currently having sex with multiple rpen at 4:11am. Shortly after

returning to her apartment in the Radius, RS sent a message to her friend Witness-! at 4:28am.

·
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ejaculate in this position. A2 left the bedroom and shut the door. RS believes that

A2

instructed her not to come out until she had sex with the recmit, although RS does not recall

the exact words used.

A2



shut the bedroom door with RS and the recruit inside. The recruit laid down on the

bed and motioned for RS to give him oral sex. He was not wearing a condom. RS was

focused on the strong and bad smell of the recruit's penis. The recruit repeatedly encouraged

RS to "come on·. " RS recalls that the recruit might have tried vaginal sex again. The recruit

eventually said that he was too drunk and was not going to ejaculate. RS remembers feeling

anxious t.hat it was taking so long because she was trying to get out of the situation.

A2

reentered the bedroom and the recruit sta1ted to get dressed.

A2

apperu·ed

disappointed that the recruit did not ejaculate.

A2

referred to the recruit as a "recruit."

RS asked what A2 meant by "recruit.~&gt; · A2 explained that the recruit was a football

recruit visiting for the weekend. RS was taken aback and asked the recruit if he was in high

schoo~. The recruit said yes and that he was not going to come to the University because "it was

too fucked up." RS did not see the recruit again.



RS also recalled that 1 A2 returned and had vaginal intercourse with her at some point. She

remembers both the recruit and · A2 wearing condoms that had yellow/gold wrappers during

vaginal intercourse. At some point that night, A2 . and the recruit used RS phone;

A2

followed RS on Instagtam and the recruit added himself to RS Snapchat.

RS reported that she did not want to engage in sexual activity with

A2 ::&gt;r the recruit, but

felt pressured to do so and afraid to resist. RS reported that she did not know that A2 had

taken a video of her having sex with him and the recruit until she was later told by the district

attorney. The next day, RS recalled · · A2

name and participation in the above·described

sexual activity.

RS · General Recollections

As discussed above, RS specifically recalls having sex with the recruit and

A2

shortly

after she entered apartment 8 . As discussed below, RS also speCifically recalls having

sexual contact with four other men while in apartment 8 A6

.,

A4

A1 and A5

ln. addition, RS recalls that numerous other men who she is unable to identify had sex with her.

RS believes that a total of ten to twenty men had sex with her in

A2

bedroom, RS

cannot provide an exact number because she has limited memory of that tune period and because

she .is unclear whether some of the men had multiple sexual encounters with her. RS recalls

that some of these men held her down by her shoulders during sex. RS also ·recalls that, on

multiple occasions, more than one man had sex with her at once. RS ' cannot remember details

about these ~ituations or the identitjes of the individuals involved. However, based on reports

from individuals present in aprutment A that night, RS believes that some of the men may

have come to aprutment 8 from the gathering in apartment A 3

3 According



to Witness-5, at some point after



RS left apartment A , Witness-5 saw some of the men in apartment



A repeatedly enter and exit a bedroom and become excited. Five or six men huddled around a cellphone.
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At times during the sexual enc01mters that occuned after

A2

and the recruit left the

bedroom, RS became aware that other men were inside the bedroom and clustered around the

open doorway of the bedroom. There were initially around five onlookers, but the crowd grew

as time went on. RS did not recognize these men at the time and still cannot identify most of

them. Several of the men had their phones out and may have been taking photos or videos. The

onlookers were chanting, laughing, cheering and jostling for a position in the line to have sex

with RS

RS . remembers that the men were arguing over whose "turn" it was to have sex

with her. RS does not recall the onlookers speaking much to het.

Sometimes the crowd would open the bedroom dool' and watch men have sex with RS '· Other

times the bedroom door was shut. Sometimes RS would be alone in the room with one man.

Other times, other people would also be in the room. RS : repeatedly wrapped herself in a

blanket to try to shield her body fi·om the men, who she did not want to see her naked. RS

does not recall ever being in the bedroom alone; there were always men in the bedroom or at the

doorway to the bedroom.

RS became increasingly confused and repeatedly asked where all of the people were coming

from. She repeatedly yelled at the crowd to stop sending people in the bedroom. She repeatedly

yelled, "I can't handle this many people" and "1 don' t want this to happen." She yelled several

times that she hated the onlookers, to which they laughed and someone responded, "ha ha, why?"

At one point, RS asked the onlookers to "get A2 ., because she thought that he would help

her. In response, someone said that "he has had his turn and you ha\le a lot more to go."

RS recalls that he'r clothes and phone were in the corner of the room next to a white plastic

shelf. They were too far away for RS to reach and RS did not want to expose her body to

get them. She recalls asking for her clothes. At one point, someone responded that she "had a

lot more to do" before sh~ could get dressed. She recalls that she tried to retrieve her clothes on

multiple occasions, and then someone took the clothes from her and tossed them back into the

corner. Other times, there were men betwee11 her and her clothes and she did not feel that she

could safely leave the bed to retrieve them.

After her sexual contact with /!\2 and the recruit, RS told evety man who !tied to have sex

with her that she did not want to engage in sexual activity with them. She felt unable to leave the

situation because there were so many guys by the door and she could not get her clothes. At

times, she believes that she was being held down or that her fear was preventing her from

moving. RS recalls focusing on the ceiling and on the television (which was tumed. off), and

feeling unaware or confused about what was happening.

RS recalls that, on multiple

occasions, she suddenly realized what was happening to her and tried to push the men off of her.

She remembers pushing men's stomachs in: an attempt to get them off of her.



Witncss-5 believes that the party in apartment A dled down soon afterwards. According to Witness-3, A 1 and

other men left apartment A shortly after A1 ·eceived a Facetitne call about someone being

A4 reported that men in apartment A discussed

A2 message that he and the recruit were in f!\2

apartment with the woman, and talked about going to

/!\2 apartment.
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